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ABSTRACT – Companies create maintenance 

schedules, but unpredictable maintenance does occur. 

Therefore, this research was conducted to predict the 

maintenance of a nut manufacturing machine’s punches 

by capturing vibration data through an accelerometer 

and analyzing it. Results of the average sample 

multiscale entropy (MSE) showed indications of 

impending failure for the 4P and 9P punches. For the 4P 

punch, entropy decreased before maintenance. For the 

9P punch, it increased. From the moving average of the 

MSE values, the healthy signal range for both punches 

was 0.05 to 0.063. The results will be valuable to the 

company to alert them of impending failure. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

In this fast production age, it is crucial that 

machines are functioning properly. When unexpected 

machine maintenance occurs, deadlines may not be met 

which means loss of money as stated by Orhan et. al [1]. 

So, Y. Wang mentioned to remedy this, machine health 

diagnostics need to be performed [2]. 

As emphasized in predictive maintenance papers, 

the continuous monitoring of the health of machine 

components allows users to see deterioration at early 

and advance stages of damage. Few papers discussed 

predicting maintenance of machines with several 

components, so this research did just that. 

The research aimed to predict maintenance for the 

components in this machine. Due to the large impact on 

the raw material, the punches would break. Maintenance 

would be lengthy as shards would lodge into crevices. 

So, the machine was monitored to see if there was any 

information that could be extracted to alert the company 

as to when to change the punches in the machine. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

To capture the vibration, an accelerometer was 

selected as it has been commonly used to predict and 

prevent failures in machine tools as mentioned by 

Senthilkumar et. al [3]. It was fixed as close as possible 

to the five puches and molds of the nut manufacturing 

machine. An imc data acquisition system (DAQ) was 

connected to the accelerometer and captured data at 

50,000 Hz. It was then connected to the computer which 

processed and recorded the signal with FAMOS. 

Afterwards, various signal transformations were 

performed on the data using a signal processing 

software to determine the most efficient method. Some 

transforms used were Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and 

Multiscale Entropy (MSE). 

2.1  MSE analysis 

The MSE analysis assessed the complexity of the 

time-series data signals. This analysis was used to see if 

there would be a change –either rise or fall- in the MSE 

closer to maintenance. To see the changes, a plot was 

made from the average MSE analysis from the previous 

maintenance to the following maintenance period. 

 

2.2  Five and two-point moving average 
The Five and Two-Point Moving Average was 

performed on the MSE analysis. This was done to find a 

healthy region that the machine’s components operated 

at. If exceeded, it would indicate arising complications. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  MSE Analysis 

For the Sample MSE, the parameters used were 

scale = 100, m= 2, r= 0.15. The MSE was analyzed 

every couple of minutes right after maintenance to the 

following maintenance to see if there was any instability 

closer to maintenance. The average of the MSE was 

taken and plotted. A trend was observed where a drastic 

change in the average sample MSE levels occurred 

before maintenance. As seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2(a), 

the average sample MSE either decreases (4P) or 

increases (9P) drastically. After maintenance in Figure 

2(b), it can be seen that the average sample MSE is 

stable. This was proven to be true for every case. 

 

 
Figure 1 Average sample MSE plot before 9P 

maintenance day 6. 

 

The red block areas are drastic entropy changes 

where when calculated the average time to predict 

failure was 1 hour and 14 minutes. The entropy changed 

at 19:54 for Figure 1 and 15:30 for Figure 2(a) etc. It is 

possible that when the average sample MSE 

significantly changed, there was major damage to the 4P 

or 9P punch. The smaller the entropy change, the minor 

the failure is. For Figure 3, the average sample MSE 

decreased drastically at a specific time. The machine ran 

a little longer before complete 4P failure occurred as 

seen. This confirmed that noticeable average sample 
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MSE changes are indicators for impending failure. 

In the study of Hong et. al [4], abnormalities in a 

battery pack were detected by a significant entropy 

change. Although many entropy changes were seen, not 

all reflected complete cell failure. However, the changes 

led to the failure of the pack. Therefore, although there 

were many changes in the average sample MSE, it did 

not mean that the punches failed entirely. Maybe a crack 

formed or some deformation occurred. The MSE 

changes are still signs of impending maintenance. So, 

they could be an alarm to let the operator know to stop 

the machine and check the health of the components.  

 

 
(a) Before 

 

 
(b) After 

Figure 2 Average sample MSE plot (a) before and (b) 

after 4P maintenance day 10. 

 

One last note is that although the average sample 

MSE decreases and increases with failure, it is 

important to remember that the MSE is taken of the 

entire machine. So, even though one component failed, 

it does not mean that the other components are healthy. 

 

4.5  Five and two-point moving average 
An average five and two-point moving average 

was performed on the average sample MSE. With this 

method, the healthy signal range for the machine’s 4P 

and 9P punches was discovered to be 0.05 to 0.063 

(Figure 4). The range was found by selecting the highest 

and lowest value in the ‘stable’ moving average area 

assigned Upper (UT) and Lower (LT) Threshold, 

respectively. If the moving average exceeds the range, 

the operator would be notified to stop the machine and 

check the health of the components. 

The Five-Point Moving Average was conducted on 

dense average sample MSE plots. The Two-Point 

Moving Average was conducted with 10 points or less. 

 

 
Figure 3 Broken 4P punch before maintenance indicated 

by drop in average sample MSE. 

 
(a) Five-point moving average before maintenance. 

 

 
(b) Two-point moving average after maintenance. 

Figure 4 Five and two-point moving average on average 

sample MSE day 11. 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the vibration of a five-punch nut 

manufacturing machine was analyzed. The MSE 

technique was most feasible to predict maintenance. The 

graphs showed noticeable changes in the average 

sample MSE indicating that a punch was shifting or 

started to fail. The entropy decreased before 4P 

maintenance and increased for 9P. From the changes, 

the operator may stop the machine and check the status 

of the punches. 

With the Five and Two-point moving average of 

the average sample MSE values, the healthy signal 

range was found to be 0.05 to 0.063. The range is valid 

for both 4P and 9P punches. When the MSE is outside 

of the range, the operator may also stop the machine and 

check the health of the punches. In addition, 

maintenance was able to be predicted approximately 1 

hour and 14 minutes before punch failures. 

This research will ultimately help companies who 

have a machine very similar to this five-punch nut 

manufacturing machine. By executing this method of 

analysis, the results will aid in quicker detection of 

failure and prevent company losses. 
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